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Name _______________________________________________ Date ______________


My Very Own Room

A)  Fill in the bubble next to the best answer for each question below.


1.  
The girl in the My Very Own Room shows her determination. The best example of acting with determination is ____________.


○     A.  taking a nap


○     B.  continuing a project until it is completed

○     C.  having a difficult time making decisions

○     D.  being careless

2.
A crate is used as a bedside table. An item similar to a crate is a ____________. 


○     A.  box

○     B.  barrel


○     C.  house

○     D.  drain

3.
The girl goes to the library and gets an armful of books—“six to be exact.” An exact amount of money is ______________.


○     A.  a few dollars


○     B.  change


○     C.  $2.25


○     D.  $1.00-2.00


4.
In the beginning of the story, the girl explains that she sometimes sits in a tree because ______________.



○     A.  she hides her books in the branches


○     B.  her brothers are too small to reach here up there


○     C.  it is too cold in the basement


○     D.  she needs a place of her own to think

5.
At first the girl’s mother does not want to let her use the storage closet because  _____________.


○     A.  there are many items stored in there


○     B.  it is too close to the kitchen


○     C.  it has no windows


○     D.  there is no more paint for the walls
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6.
Before Tío Pancho brings the bed, the family has to ______________.



○     A.  sell the crate to pay for the bed


○     B.  measure the wall space with yellow yarn


○     C.  wait for Tío Pancho to arrive home from Mexico


○     D.  lick stamps

7.
Which of the following items is NOT placed in the girl’s new room?



○     A.  a crate


○     B.  a lamp


○     C.  a radio


○     D.  a bed


8.
The girl probably enjoys reading to her youngest brothers more at the end of the story because  ______________.


○     A.  she has a place of her own


○     B.  they have learned how to read


○     C.  they are her two favorite brothers


○     D.  her family has moved to a bigger home

B) Answer the questions below using complete sentences.


9.  Do you think it is fair that the girl gets her own room? Why or why not?


________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


10.  How do you know that this family cares for each other?

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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